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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi all,I am Ioannis, and I will present our work on a new masking strategy for effective Masked Image Modeling.



Scope: Self-supervised learning of Vision Transformers (ViT) via Masked Image Modeling (MIM)

 Divide an input image into patches tokens
 Mask a portion of the input patch tokens
 Train a Vision Transformer to reconstruct them

Bao et al. BEiT: BERT Pre-Training of Image Transformers ICLR, 2022.
Xie et al. SimMIM: A Simple Framework for Masked Image Modeling CVPR, 2022.

Zhou et al. iBOT: Image BERT Pre-training with Online Tokenizer ICLR, 2022.
He et al. Masked Autoencoders Are Scalable Vision Learners CVPR, 2022.
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The scope of our work is the self-supervised learning of Vision Transformers via Masked Image Modeling.Specifically:An input image is divided into patch tokens
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The task then, is to train a Vision Transformer to reconstruct the masked patch tokens



 Not well explored; prior works use (block-wise) random token masking

Focus: Which patch tokens to mask?

Input Image Random (30%) Random (75%) Block Wise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Something that is not well explored so far, is how to choose which patch tokens to mask.Prior works use random or block-wise random token masking strategies.



 Not well explored; prior works use (block-wise) random token masking
 Less likely to hide "interesting" parts → easy reconstruction
 Compensating with extreme masking (e.g., 75% of tokens) → overly aggressive

Focus: Which patch tokens to mask?

Input Image Random (30%) Random (75%) Block Wise

Bao et al. BEiT: BERT Pre-Training of Image Transformers ICLR, 2022.He et al. Masked Autoencoders Are Scalable Vision Learners CVPR, 2022.
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We argue, that random or block-wise random token masking is less likely to hide “interesting” parts; or when it does, the remaining parts still easily reveal the identity of the visual concepts leading to an easy reconstruction task.This does not allow the Vision Transformer to develop strong comprehension skills.This issue is compensated with extreme masking, such as seventy-five percent of the patch tokens, leading to a very aggressive and overly difficult reconstruction task



 Leverage ViT's self-attention to mask tokens

Our Approach: Attention-guided token masking (AttMask)

Input Image Random (30%) Random (75%) Block Wise Attention Map AttMask-High AttMask-Low
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Our approach, that we call AttMask, exploits the self-attention mechanism of Vision Transformers.Specifically: Given an input image in patch tokens, we forward it through the transformer encoder in order to obtain the attention map in its output. Then, we use the attention map  to mainly explore three strategies



 Leverage ViT's self-attention to mask tokens

Our Approach: Attention-guided token masking (AttMask)

Input Image Random (30%) Random (75%) Block Wise Attention Map AttMask-High AttMask-Low

× AttMask-Low: masks low-attended tokens (essentially background) 
→ very easy reconstruction task → degrades performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first one is the AttMask-Low which masks the lowest attended tokens and essentially hides the background regions. This strategy forms a very easy reconstruction task which leads to performance degradation.



 Leverage ViT's self-attention to mask tokens

Our Approach: Attention-guided token masking (AttMask)

Input Image Random (30%) Random (75%) Block Wise Attention Map AttMask-High AttMask-Low

 AttMask-High: masks highly-attended tokens (essentially foreground) 
→ very challenging reconstruction task → boosts performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second one is the AttMask-High which masks the most attended tokens and essentially hides parts of the foreground objects.This strategy forms a very challenging reconstruction task that guides the model to develop strong comprehension skills, boosting its performance.



 Leverage ViT's self-attention to mask tokens

Our Approach: Attention-guided token masking (AttMask)

 AttMask-High: masks highly-attended tokens (essentially foreground) 
→ very challenging reconstruction task → boosts performance

Input Image Attention Map AttMask-High AttMask-Hint

Perhaps overly aggressive for high mask ratios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We observe that, when the mask ratio is high, AttMask-High may be overly aggressive in hiding the foreground object of an image



 Leverage ViT's self-attention to mask tokens

Our Approach: Attention-guided token masking (AttMask)

 AttMask-High: masks highly-attended tokens (essentially foreground) 
→ very challenging reconstruction task → boosts performance

 AttMask-Hint: masks highly-attended tokens but leaves some hints
→ provides hints for the identity of the masked object → boosts performance

Input Image Attention Map AttMask-High AttMask-Hint
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Presentation Notes
So, we also examine a third strategy that we call AttMask-Hint.This strategy is similar to AttMask-High, except that we also allow a small number of the most highly attended tokens to be randomly revealed, so as to leave hints about the identity of the masked object.This approach still forms a quite challenging task that boosts the performance.So, in our work we propose the AttMask-High and AttMask-Hint strategies for token masking.



Incorporating AttMask into distillation-based methods

 We exhibit AttMask in the context of distillation-based MIM, such as iBOT [1]
 The teacher transformer encoder sees the entire image and generates the attention map
 The student sees only the masked image and solves the reconstruction task
 AttMask thus incurs zero additional cost

[1] Zhou et al. iBOT: Image BERT Pre-training with Online Tokenizer ICLR, 2022
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We incorporate AttMask into the distillation-based Masked Image Modeling method iBOT
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Specifically,A teacher-student scheme is used whereGiven the entire image the teacher provides two outputs:The prediction targets for the studentandThe attention map that corresponds to the [CLS] token of last self-attention layer.Then, we use this attention map to form the masked image, that we will pass it to the student, in order to reconstruct it, based on teacher’s prediction targets



Incorporating AttMask into distillation-based methods

 We exhibit AttMask in the context of distillation-based MIM, such as iBOT [1]
 The teacher transformer encoder sees the entire image and generates the attention map
 The student sees only the masked image and solves the reconstruction task
 AttMask thus incurs zero additional cost

[1] Zhou et al. iBOT: Image BERT Pre-training with Online Tokenizer ICLR, 2022
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Presentation Notes
Using this distillation-based approach, AttMask incurs zero additional cost.



Qualitative examination of masking strategies

Input Image

Random

Block-Wise

Attention Map Input Image Attention Map Input Image Attention Map

AttMask-High

AttMask-Hint

10% 30% 50% 10% 30% 50% 10% 30% 50%
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Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of the patch tokens that the various masking strategies hide.We observe that AttMask-High and AttMask-Hint form more coherent image regions that correspond to morediscriminative cues, comparing with the random masking strategiesThus AttMask leads to a more focused and challenging reconstruction task.



Evaluating token masking strategies by pre-training on 20% of ImageNet-1k

Top-1 accuracy for k-NN and linear probing on ImageNet validation set as well as fine-tuning on CIFAR10/100. 

: default iBOT masking strategy from BEiT : aggressive random masking strategy from MAE Epochs

k-
N

N

 AttMask-High improves iBOT by +3% on k-NN and +1.5% on linear probing
 AttMask-High accelerates the learning process




×
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Presentation Notes
We integrate AttMask into iBOT and evaluate the different strategies by pre-training on twenty percent of the ImageNet.We compare AttMask with the default iBOT masking strategy adopted from BEiT as well as with the aggressive random masking strategy from MAE.We observe that AttMask-High and AttMask-Hint improve iBOT on both k-NN and linear probing evaluations



Evaluating token masking strategies by pre-training on 20% of ImageNet-1k

Top-1 accuracy for k-NN and linear probing on ImageNet validation set as well as fine-tuning on CIFAR10/100. 

: default iBOT masking strategy from BEiT : aggressive random masking strategy from MAE Epochs
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×

 AttMask-High improves iBOT by +3% on k-NN and +1.5% on linear probing
 AttMask-High accelerates the learning process
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As well as they accelerate the learning process



Evaluating by pre-training on different percentage (%) of ImageNet-1k for 100 epochs 

Top-1 k-NN accuracy on ImageNet-1k validation for iBOT
pre-training on different percentage (%) of ImageNet-1k

Improved performance when:
 Pretraining with fewer data
 Pretraining on the full ImageNet-1k (+1.3% on k-NN and +1.5% on linear probing)
 Evaluating using only 1, 5, 10 or 20 samples per class for the k-NN classifier (more than +3% on low shot k-NN)

: default iBOT masking strategy from BEiT

Top-1 accuracy on ImageNet validation set. (a) k-NN and linear probing using the full 
ImageNet training set; (b) k-NN using only ν ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20} examples per class. Pre-
training on 100% ImageNet-1k for 100 epochs.
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Presentation Notes
Moreover we experimented with pretraining with fewer data and attmask still brings improved results.
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Also, when pretraining on the full ImageNet, AttMask boosts the performance on both evaluations.
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Additionally, we evaluate AttMask on a more challenging task where only a few training examplesper class are used for the k-NN classifier. In this case, AttMask-High and Hint are very effective,outperforming significantly the baseline iBOT masking strategy and demonstrating the quality ofthe learned representations.



Thank you

Code: https://github.com/gkakogeorgiou/attmaskPaper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.12719

What to Hide from Your Students: Attention-Guided Masked Image Modeling

Wednesday 26/10

ECCV Posters Session 2.B

Paper ID #1439

Posterboard #77
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Thank you for you attentionIf you are interested, please feel free to visit our poster and chat with us on Wednesday (OCTOMBER TWEENTY-SIXth) 26/10. We will be at the Posters session 2.B with paper ID #1439 (FORTEEN THIRTY-NINE) at posterboard 77 (seventy-seven).
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